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Book Revie~: Frankenstein by
Mary Shelley
Belinda Candra
More often than not, when we
ltefr the word "Frankenstein," the
image of a tall creature with a
stitched and misshapen body comes
to our mind. However, in the book
from which the tale originated, the
name in the title refers to his ereator, while the creature remains
nameless up to the last page. For
years, Frankenstein has been an integral part of pop culture, but there
are still many people who have not
read Mary Shelley's book.
On a rainy afternoon in the
Year Without a Summer, 1816, Mary
Shelley was in Geneva with her husband, the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley,
their friend Lord Byron and Lord
Byron's physician, John Polidori.
Trapped indoors by the inclement
weather, Lord Byron issued a challenge for each person in the group
to write a ghost story of their own.
Drawing inspiration from the stories she heard during her travels and
past discussions on electricity's potential to reanimate corpses, Mary
Shelley came up with the idea of
Frankenstein.
Frankenstein is a thought-provoking book that explores various
philosophical concepts. It is a book
with no hero and a sympathetic
character as a villain. In the tale,

a young scientist named Victor
Frankenstein discovers the secret of life and, driven by blind
passion, constructs a creature
from various parts taken from
different corpses. It is only
when the creature is successfully animated that the scientist realizes the full extent of
his project.
Conceived in the era of
scientific progress, Frankenstein examines the morality
and ethics of the experiment
and experimenter. Its subtitle, The Modern Prometheus,
primes the reader for the
theme of the book, the dire
consequence of "playing God."
Frankenstein is not just a scary
story; it is a cautionary tale
against humanity's arrogance.
In this age of fast-paced technological advances, I find this
tale important to act as a reminder to the possible turns
that innovations and discoveries can make.
Although it can be rather
verbose and repetitive at times,
Frankenstein is a tale that
lingers in the mind.
Inspired by her travels,
Shelley writes exquisite
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descriptions of the setting, painting
vivid pictures of the lush nature of European mountains for the readers. The
characters, despite their simplicity, are
memorable.
Contrary to the popular depiction, the creature is written in the
book as being intellectually gifted and
gentle, at least at first. At the rejection
of his creator, he wanders, seeking
companionship in others. However,
wherever he went, people would recoil
from him in horror. Through observing a family through a hidden window,
the creature learned the language of
the people and the social conventions,
but his physique still hinders him
from being accepted into the human
community. After facing rejection
after rejection, the creature becomes
increasingly violent, until he finally
turns into a nightmare for his creator.
With unexpected eloquence, the
creature recounts his side of the story
to his creator and, consequently, the
readers as the end draws near. Upen
reading his speech, I could not help
but sympathize with him. Brought
to life as a scientific experiment, the
creature comes into a hostile world
where everyone, including the person
who conceived him, rejects him on
sight. All he wants is love, yet all he
finds is hatred. As it is Victor's abandonment that drives the creature to
evil, the creature's tale brings up the
question: who is the real monster, Victor Frankenstein or his creation?
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Women On Display: Effects of Dutch
Colonialism on Domestic Life, Viewed
Through the Works of Vermeer
Elizabeth DeBord
The Dutch at the height of the
Baroque period were experiencing the birth of a new culture
and national identity, ushered
in by their new colonial pursuits
that allowed them unprecedented economic growth. To accompany this new capitalistic, colonial structure the Dutch began
filling their homes with things--exotic fineries brought in from
new colonies to fill every room of
their houses, to the point of excess. With men constantly away
from their families, and the careful attention paid to maintain
beautiful homes that matched
their new social and economic
success, the Dutch began to develop a strong sense of national
identity and the foundations of
what would later become a cult
of domesticity. Women became
the heads of the home, the managers of tightly run machines
that were representative of an increasing sense of national pride
and anxieties surrounding the
introduction of the Other into an
otherwise homogenous culture.
A viewer can understand the
weight of the domestic burden
placed on women through their
depictions in the popular Dutch

genre painting. Johannes Vermeer's works are some of the
most effective of these paintings
and focus mostly on women in
beautiful and carefully ordered
interior spaces. Vermeer's works,
particularly those focusing on
women, are representative of
the new domestic expectations
placed on women as a result of
the Dutch Republic's expanding
economy and foreign influence.
Visual Analysis of Vermeer's
Love Letter

Johannes Vermeer was a
painter of what would later be
classified as the Dutch Golden
Age, working for about twenty years. Vermeer only created
around forty works that are
known of, working slowly and
carefully to create light-filled
images, with embedded meaning. Most of Vermeer's works are
domestic scenes, usually women performing mundane tasks
such as pouring water or playing
a musical instrument. This is
no less evident in his work, The
Love Letter, created sometime

between 1667 and 1670.
Vermeer was attempting
to create an appealing
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image for a wealthy client, or the competitive art market of 17th century
Dutch Republic by including popular
elements found in other Dutch genre
paintings of the period while displaying his skill as an artist.
The Love Letter
·s a relatively small
ark, which only
arks to further
highlight the cluter of the scene
and overwhelm
he viewer with
he sheer amount
of detail present. The first most noticeable things about the image revolve around the clutter surrounding
the doorway in the foreground. The
observer views the scene from a hallway, or the suggestion of a hallway--with a wall to the side and an open
doorway partially draped by a curtain
on the right side of the image. A pair
of black heeled slippers are placed in
front of the open doorway, suggesting
their removal before one of the figures
entered the room. A round broom has
been propped against the doorway or
wall and joins the clutter around the
doorframe. A red, upholstered wooden chair sits just outside the room,
with books of sheet music laid on top
of them, with pages crumpled and
almost ripped out. On the opposite
wall underneath a tapestry are lines of
dark dirt or a liquid of some sort that

stand out against the order of the
scene.
The composition of the scene
is remarkably interesting, especially in relation to the separation of
public and private spaces as well as
women's place in domestic, closed
spaces. The cluttered doorway
that Vermeer initially distracts the
viewer with creates a frame for the
image inside the room and helps
separate it into a private space
in the way other Baroque artists
like Caravaggio would implement
a deliberately draped section of
curtain. Although, Vermeer also
emphasizes this separation with
his own draping fabric across the
doorway, a dark fabric with large
blooming flowers--- a fabric that
was likely brought from one of the
far away colonies of the expanded Dutch empire. The separation
of this scene creates an almost
voyeuristic effect, walking into a
space that isn't meant for them.
The women are not in the foreground, their distant presence and
the sharp difference in lighting
between the space the viewer is
meant to be standing in makes
the viewer feel as though they are
intruding on an intensely private
scene. It's almost a captured moment in time, creating a sense of
intimacy and even secrecy. The
soft, bright light coming from inside the room, likely from a
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window highlights the women almost like a spotlight, ensuring their
interaction is the main focus of the
piece.
Going further into the room,
past the clutter of the entryway
into a private scene, the two women
that occupy the space are engaging
and interact with each other in a
way that feels emotionally genuine while still being strange due
to the subversion of an expected
power dynamic. A seated young
woman fills the center of the image
holding a lute on her lap, with a
piece of paper clasped in her slightly outstretched right hand. She is
wearing a vibrant yellow dress, of a
rich material, with a matching embroidered fur-lined jacket. She has
a small cap covering the back of her
head, blonde hair braided into loops
and pinned beneath her cap. She
also has on large pearl earrings and
a pearl necklace. Standing behind
her is a maidservant, weight shifted
to one side, hand propped onto her
hip and looking down at the seated
woman. The seated woman is the
wealthier of the two, she's seated
practicing music, an acceptable
pastime for ladies of status. The
bright color of her dress and shine
of light on it suggests a rich fabric,
along with the vivid white of the
fur trim of her coat available only to
wealthier individuals, likely Dutch
merchants or artisans. The maidservant, however, wears a dress of

coarser fabric and a simple white
head covering.
The maidservant holds a bright
blue blanket or bedspread bunched
in front of her body.just moments
from placing it into the woven laundry basket at her feet. A matching pillow is left lying on the floor in front
of the basket, abandoned in favor of
the conversation she's having with
her mistress. The curve of the maid's
shoulders and shifting of weight
complement the seated woman who
leans away from her in the opposite
direction. They almost share the
soft curve between them, suggesting
some level of emotional intimacy.
The dynamics between the two are
certainly strange when considering
the social status of the women. The
mistress shrinks down a little, almost
curled around the lute in her lap,
suggesting uncertainty. Her head and
eyes are tilted up towards her maid,
a slightly furrowed brow expressing
her confusion or distress, searching
out advice or a resolution. She holds
out her sealed letter slightly towards
the maid suggesting that it is the
source of her distress. The line of the
maid is long, the tips of her white
head covering sticking out behind
her drawing the eye up the line of her
body, making her look remarkably
tall. The shifting of her weight gives
her an almost masculine stance, suggesting an amount of power and confidence. She smiles knowingly down
at her mistress, almost inviting her
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not to worry or even amused with the
situation. In a departure from social
expectations, she directly meets her
mistress' eye, moves into her space
and she is in control of the situation,
more knowledgeable than her wealthier and more educated better.
Behind the two women you can
see more of the contents of the room,
what may be a fireplace with decoratively carved columns and tiles is
barely visible past the doorframe. Diamond marble floor tiles in an alternating black and white pattern contrast
against the bright colors of the seated
woman's dress and the vivid blue of
the fabric the maid holds. A series of
white tiles lead from the doorway directly to the seated mistress, drawing
the viewer's eye towards her bright
presence. Red and gold brocaded fabric covers a low portion of the back
wall, and two paintings hang above
that strip of fabric. One painting has
a sailing scene with bright blue sky
and water, and the painting above is a
lush countryside scene. The presence
of these paintings could be some reference to the world outside this domestic space. It could also be some reference to the husband or suitor missing
from the scene, likely the author of
the letter she holds in her hand. The
contrast of the brightness in the yellow dress, the crisp white cap and blue
fabric against the duller browns and
tans of the hallway. These bright pigments could be a display of wealth
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not just of the woman seated,
but of the individual who bought
or commissioned the piece. The
complex scene and excellent play
of light across the room speak to
Vermeer's talent as an artist who
worked for years at a time on a
single piece of work.
Vermeer has a number of
paintings revolving around the act
of reading or writing letters and
women interacting or simply existing in a domestic space. These private, domestic scenes were popular
subjects in the Dutch Republic at
the time to a growing merchant
class that could not see themselves
reflected in the rich courtly scenes
or somber catholic scenes. The
scene seems to suggest some conflict of love or affection, through
the inclusion of the letter and the
piece's title. Vermeer tries to express these emotional or thematic
ideas while still following Dutch
trends in painting at the time. Vermeer included elements such as
rich fabrics, and materials from
the far-away Dutch colonies that
were the source of the area's new
wealth and diversity of objects.
These would have been recognizable to people of the period and
made the work appealing to the
people who went to Vermeer for
commissions. For Vermeer, it's likely that The Love Letter served not
only as an intellectual or technical

challenge but also a demonstration of
his skill and marketability.

Performative Domesticity
Genre scenes featuring domestic spaces during the Dutch Republic
were incredibly popular among middle class patrons who now had money
to spend on artworks to decorate their
homes. Artists like Vermeer could be
reasonably sure that if they painted
intimate domestic scenes, someone
would be interested in buying them.
This security stems from the emphasis on the importance of home
and family that followed the Dutch
Republic's period of expansion. The
Dutch certainly benefitted from their
far-reaching colonial outposts, but
more so than other European powers
the Dutch were incredibly reluctant
to permanently settle in their eastern
colonies. 1 To most Dutch citizens,
the far removed colonies of the East
Indies were filled with outsiders, the
very lowest of society. To them, the
home was a safe island in a troubling
sea, where life was more pure and virtuous.2 When men needed to leave the
home to make their livings, they could
do so with the knowledge that their
wives would be the steadfast caretakers of their homes and children.
The female figures in Vermeer's
works are always surrounded by the
trappings of wealth and comfort that
would be familiar sights in any middle-class home. In The Love Letter, the

lady of the house is clothed in
bright, colorful silks with bright
fur trim. In works like A Maid
Asleep the interior space of the
kitchen is filled with a richly colored Islamic carpet, delicate blue
porcelain traded in from the East,
and fresh fruits. Materials like rugs
or porcelain were highly valued
items purchased to be displayed
in the home. They were viewed as
decorative items, prized for their
exotic appeal which could be safely confined to the home and put to
use in a meaningful way or used
to elevate the status of the family.
The materialistic culture of the
Dutch Republic was at constant
odds with its ideal homeliness
that emphasized the Christian
virtues of piety, loyalty and humility. Women were the caretakers
of their families' moral wellbeing
as well as the physical. In Woman
Holding a Balance we see the juxtaposition of this worldly culture
and spiritual humility.
The woman holds a
set of golden balances, measuring out a
pile of gold or jewels.
Behind her is a
framed print of The
Last Judgement,
lending a spiritual significance to
her weighing. Like Christ weighs
the sins of every believer at judgement, the woman carefully weighs
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out the worldly possessions of her
family as an extension of moral judgment.
The presence of Vermeer's female
figures surrounded by the worldly
trappings of Dutch expansion suggest
an idealization of the domestic sphere,
and largely of women themselves.
They are bathed in warm, softened
light, gifting the figures with a grace
and inner warmth. The few times a
figure meets the viewers eye, her gaze
is breathtaking and arresting, like the
eyes of the Girl with a Pearl Earring.
However, calling these images of women existing in a space would be a simplification. There is a definite element
of what modern day feminists would
refer to as "performative femininity."
The women seem to know they are
being observed and hold themselves
straighter in response. Everything is
softened and made beautiful, these are
not real women, they are subjects of
perfect imagination and ideal.

cleansing of the soul of impurities
and sin. 4 Cleanliness could be
seen as an extension of a patriotic
defense of the home and the
homeland, a constant compulsion
to scrub away shame and sin. The
close contact with other cultures
convinced the largely Calvinist
Dutch that they faced constant
threat from dirty, heathen invaders. Any political refugees who
were accepted into the country
and communities were welcomed
with the expectation of strict conformity. 5 We can see the effects
of the constant, painful work that
women had to experience every
day in carrying out their domestic
chores in works like A Maid Asleep.

From
his obsession
ith cleanliness and order
rose the freAn Obsession With Order
quent depicThe importance placed on cleantions of maids
liness during this period cannot be
or nurseunderestimated, and it must have
maids, workseemed to Dutch women that every
ing to maintain that order for her
hour of the day was spent cleaning.
wealthy employers. Like nurses
Vermeer's clean interiors invite conand midwives, maids were sort
templation of a quiet domestic life,
of nebulous members of society,
which could serve as a comfort to
women who blurred the lines
3
women and children. Cleaning away between domesticity and worldthe filth of everyday life from the
liness. 6 Existing in both the dohome also served as a symbolic
mestic and public sphere like most
lower-class women, maids were
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often depicted as interlopers, comedically depicted slacking or gossiping,
inserting themselves and their deficiencies into the orderly middle class
home. 7 Although the maids in Vermeer's work lack the malice or carelessness of maids depicted in other
works, they still openly collude with
their mistresses. In Love Letter, the
maid figure serves as a knowledgeable, worldly figure to her mistress
who looks to her for guidance. Her
shoes are abandoned at the threshold,
broom abandoned against the doorway, grime dripping down the walls of
the home suggests that she is lax in
her duties, preferring instead to gossip
with her mistress over her romantic
troubles. She serves as a sort of chaotic influence on the otherwise orderly
space. If cleanliness was the specific
virtue and talent of the Dutch, then
among the Dutch painters Vermeer
was the master of depicting that spirit
of cleanliness. All his paintings were
carefully ordered, to a point that was
more extreme than some of his contemporaries. Vermeer had a scientific
precision to the ordering of his interior scenes that have more in common
with photographs than many other
pieces of art. However, Vermeer would
often abandon elements of realism to
pursue a more visually pleasing result.
The most obvious of these alterations
can be found in The Art of Painting,
where Vermeer removes the leg of his
easel in order to prevent overcrowding
the scene.

We can even see that this obsession with order carried over to
minute details, like posture and
positioning of the body and limbs.
Various books and educational
material suggested that good posture was an extension of good
manners and good breeding. 8
The growing sense of discipline
and order to the body was an extension of the concern for manners and the growth of a stricter
social hierarchy. 9 This period saw
the rise in popularity of corsets
for both women and children, to
ensure a rigidity of the back and
straightness of body that suggested grace and good manners. This
tradition likely transferred down
from French upper-class society,
since many wealthy families sent
their daughters to "French Schools"
to gain a cultural education as well
as one in "courtoisie." 10 We can
see this in the straight, composed,
graceful line of Vermeer's female
figures. In Young Woman with a
Water Pitcher a woman in a crisp
white cap turns from her water
pitcher to open the window to air
out the room. Even as she turns
and tilts her body away from the
window in the act of motion, her
spine and midsection stay perfectly smooth and straight. The recurring yellow and black jacket seen
in several Vermeer paintings was a
style unique to the area which
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straightened the form and enhanced
the bust through the use of whalebone sta s.

they exchanged with far away
family. His women are separate
from men and children, existing as
their own as permanent fixtures of
these brightly lit and well-ordered
interiors that to the Dutch seemed
like a safe haven in an increasingly frightening but exciting new
world.

Conclusion
What separates
ermeer's depiction
of women in domestic spaces from
other Dutch artists?
Notes:
Perhaps Vermeer
understood the do- 1. Schama, Simon. The Embarrassment of
mestic nature of painting in the ReRiches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture
public more than his contemporaries. in t he Golden Age. Los Angeles, CA: UniverCertainly, other painters were creating sity of California Press, 1988., 389
images similar in theme. Fellow Delft
2. Schama,The Embarrassment of Riches:
artist, Pieter de Hooch, was famous
An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the
for his careful, tender depictions of
Golden Age, 390-391
women in domestic spaces or in tender moments with their children that J. Westermann, Mariet. A Worldly Art: The
Dutch Republic 1585-1718. London: Calmann
certainly reflect the growing sense
and King, LTD, 1996.
of familial, domestic fondness that
124
seemed to be enveloping the area.
Vermeer imbues these domestic spac- 4 . Schama, Simon. The Embarrassment of
Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture
es with a sense of elusiveness, firmly
in the Golden Age.,382
separating the viewer from the subs. Alpers, Svetlana. "Picturing Dutch Culject. We are the intruders in her private sphere, in a feminine space where ture." In Looking at Seventeenth Century
Dutch Art:Realism Reconsidered, edited
the artist himself does not necessarily by Wayne Franits, 57-67. Cambridge: Cambelong. Vermeer removed the tension bridge University Press, 1997, 63
between worldliness and the domestic
6. Westermann, A Worldly Art: The Dutch
sphere that many Dutch artists liked
to imply in their works, only seen in a Republic 1585-1718, 121
few of his works like The Procuress. 11 7. Schama, Simon. The Embarrassment of
The entirety of these women's worlds Riches: An Interpretat ion of Dutch Culture
in the Golden Age.,382
were enclosed in these small spaces
and had only contact to the outside
world through shopping or the letters
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Emergency Medical Treatment and
Active Labor Act
Josh Griffith
The Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act
(EMTALA) serves to ensure
all patients entering an emergency care facility receive adequate care and treatment regardless of their ability to pay.
Specifically, the law states that
any Medicare-participating
hospital is to offer non-discriminating treatment and stabilization to patients. A patient,
upon request, must receive a
medical screening examination
to determine if the condition is
emergent (Nguyen & McTeigue,
2019 ). If there is an emergency,
the hospital must stabilize the
patient or make an appropriate
transfer. A hospital capable
of stabilizing a patient must
also accept a transferred patient from an institute unable
to provide appropriate care.
Lastly, a hospital must report
if they have reason to believe
a patient has been wrongfully
transferred in an unstable condition, as this would be a direct
violation of the EMTALA mandate. There have been some
economic issues that
arise from this law; this
is largely due to it being
12 an unfunded mandate

since its passing.
Intent of the Law
Passed in 1986, the EMTALA
mandate is designed to do a few
things. One of the most obvious
is the equal providing of care to
any patient who comes through
the door, according to the CMS
(CMS, 2012). According to the
ACEP, one of the major reoccurring issues in healthcare prior to
this law was the wrongful transfer of patients to public hospitals upon realization that the
patient was uninsured or under
Medicaid (ACEP, 2019). EMTALA
is sometimes referred to as the
"anti-dumping" law. For the individual, such a law is incredibly
beneficial. It removes any bias or
discrimination one may be susceptible to. It allows members
of the society to feel confident
that if a medical emergency arises, they may receive treatment.
From the perspective of the medical institution, however, this
mandate creates many economic
burdens. It requires many physicians and other healthcare providers to practice voluntarily. It
also puts monetary strain on the
emergency care facilities that are
taking these patients. This strain

typically covered by the combination
of the institution and taxpayers.

method of payment. While this
mandate brings with it some financial burdens on both the hospitals
and emergency facilities treating
patients as well as the society, it
ultimately addresses some major
ethical issues seen in the healthcare community. Issues that an
individual experiencing a medical
emergency should not need to
worry about; such as negligence
and a refusal of care. This act will
hopefully grow and continue to
reduce ethical issues experienced
during the search for care.

Ethical Issues Related to the Law
One of the ethical issues confronted by the passing of the EMTALA
was negligence on behalf of healthcare providers. The wrongful transfer
of a patient to another institution was
a denial of care, sometimes time sensitive care. This could obviously prove
to be fatal to an unstable patient.
While a transfer helped the facility's
finances, ethically, it was disastrous.
The EMTALA mandate pushes for
a utilitarian view of healthcare and
References
emergency treatment. As a collection
of individuals, it is beneficial, allowing Nguyen, J., & McTeigue, J. (2019). Legal and
et hical issues for health professions
for all individuals to receive treat(4th ed., pp. 53). St. Louis. MO:
ment. As a governed body, perhaps
Elsevier.
not as much, costing a great deal of
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(n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.
from another economic resource. This
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great need. It should be a right of a
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citizen to receive the help they need.
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This is what the mandate is offering.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the Emergency
Medical Treatment and Active Labor
Act guarantees a facility will do the
most theycan to offer the best treatment and care they can with no hesitation due to a lack of insurance or
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Albert Camus and Critique on
Religion in The Plague
Annie Monfalcone

A story of suffering, anguish,
and death seems like the prime
opportunity to address issues
that characters struggle with
before, during, and after such
circumstances, and how their
religious beliefs have or have
not changed. The idea of people changing beliefs due to
circumstances is a controversial topic among many authors.
Others, such as Thomas L.
Hanna, believe that it is necessary to intertwine religion
and philosophy into discussion
in order to develop further
knowledge and/or beliefs. As
Hanna writes, "[Camus] has
never cut himself off from conversation with Christian thinkers but stands in a relation of
tension to Christianity... and,
certainly, this is as it should
be" (Albert Camus and the
Christian Faith). Albert Camus
addresses this idea of critiquing religion and philosophy by
manipulating language, tone,
and syntax in the lives and
relations between two characters, Rieux and Paneloux'
throughout his novel-
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I

The Plague.

Camus demonstrates how religious

people should talk to those who
don't share their beliefs versus
the reality of their communication through interactions
between Rieux and Paneloux.
Communication of Rieux and
Paneloux is displayed through a
few specific instances. The two
characters discuss the idea of a
child dying and a possible God
through the death. The text begins with Rieux as he speaks: "'I
know. I'm sorry. But weariness
is a kind of madness. And there
are times when the only feeling I have is one of mad revolt"
(Camus 218). The text continues,
"'I understand,' Paneloux said in
a low voice. 'That sort of thing
is revolting because it passes
our human understanding. But
perhaps we should love what we
cannot understand'" (218). This
passage illustrates how Rieux
pulls himself together as much
as possible as he responds to
Paneloux. "No Father. I've a very
different idea of love. And until
my dying day I shall refuse to
love a scheme of things in which
children are put to torture" (218).
This direct disagreement portrays a very hurt tone, as well as
a general respect for the other
characters' beliefs, without

overdramatizing either. Emotions are
strong in this section, yet the two are
able to keep an open mind enough
to disagree with each other and still
maintain the level of respect amongst
themselves.
Rieux displays a variety of character in his speech, as he simply states
what he believes, but does so with a
confidence. For example, the phrase
"until my dying day I shall refuse" (218)
displays how Rieux is firm in his beliefs and will not be intimidated into
other beliefs, much like how those
of any religion would respond. He
responds with respect to the opposing man, yet he criticizes Paneloux's
religion by indirectly attacking it.
The voice of Paneloux, however, allows for a very patient and fatherly
toned voice, as he states his understanding, then proceeds to follow
that understanding with what his
true intentions were in pronouncing
such claims. Thinking of the opposing, Rieux's, opinions aren't something
commonly seen in modern times, as
many people are so desperate to state
their own beliefs and hold them without support. Camus' addition of this
character also adds the ideal conversation between religious and non-religious, where neither party forces
their beliefs on the other, remaining
respectful, yet at the same time being
able to maintain their own opinions
with personal evidence.
The tone carried in the realisitic
conversations between equally

realistic characters reveal both
how these two types of people
react and how the author thinks
they should react. Along with the
passage stated in the above section, Camus applies a despising,
yet like-minded tone throughout
other scenes as well. The two characters don't seem to interact in a
more personal way like Rieux and
Tarrou do, yet we often see one
respond to the other. The priest
begins his sermon with the sentence, "Calamity has come on you,
my brethren, and, my brethren,
you deserved it" (94). Rieux, a few
days after the sermon, remarks, "If
things go on as they are going... the
whole town will be a madhouse"
(101). The two men seem to have
a tone made of vulgar and slight
hate towards what the other is
teaching from the latter passages
than in the interaction on page 218.
However, they both have the similar opinion that the society they
are in is going downhill, even if
blame is placed on one another.
These two interactions
demonstrate modern relations between religious and non-religious
interactions, in the first passage
by displaying a more "radical" tone,
and in the second passage by introducing a tone of confidence and
acknowledgment. The tone presented in the passage of the priest
displays a tone of over-confidence,
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open-minded to the other, they
remain at least somewhat sensible
to the others' belief, a relationship
often fantasized over.
The placement of language,
or syntax, throughout Rieux and
Paneloux's speech comes across to
the readers as comfortable to ignore, further indicating the idealistic comfort between the religious
and the unreligious, along with
the realistic. The two characters
have different styles of speaking,
especially when discussing topics
they are passionate about versus
regular conversation. For example,
Paneloux uses terms such as "the
flail of God" (95) and "the fierce
hunger of His love" (97). Both of
these terms demonstrate authority
and formality. This differs when
talking to Rieux, as his language
changes to fit the somberness of
the situation in suggestion rather
than demand, "perhaps we should"
instead of "the truth is a command". Rieux, similarly, uses very
strong language when discussing
something he is passionate about,
yet he doesn't relax when the situation becomes grave. This displays
the idealistic comfort of the two as
interaction remains consistent between them and how they speak.
Both remain strong in their beliefs,
although Paneloux, a representation of what many people consider
"too much" when applied to
religion, speaks softer, offering up
16 c::::==:==========================---of exactness, as Paneloux is very sure
that this is what was meant to happen, and that everyone deserved it,
partially leaving out himself, as the
subject is only addressed towards his
"brethren". Rieux, seemingly ignoring the sermon, states that the town
cannot keep going on as it has been.
He demonstrates an underlying tone
of bitterness towards Paneloux, as he
places the idea of madhouse on the
idea of the church being a regular
part of routine, even if more pleasant
pastimes are preferred. In the second
section of the more civil conversation,
the two continue to disagree, Rieux
closing all doors to the idea of Christianity, and Paneloux continuing to
insist that he is correct.
Camus also employs t hese passages as a demonstration of his idealistic interaction between the religious
and non-religious, as tones vary. The
first passage shows the two having
a voice of change. Paneloux states
that calamity had fallen and that the
people deserved it, due to the routine
of their lives being unstable. Rieux
agrees with him through a tone of
change, also implying a need for differences in the daily lives of the people.
This shows how those with opposing
beliefs can still admit to a common
problem and come up with a combined solution. The second passage
allows for readers to view a respectful
conversation in which the two men
disagree, and although neither seem

religion instead of forcing it. Although
Rieux replies with a less than comfortable response, he remains personal in
his beliefs, not forcing them upon Paneloux, respecting Paneloux's beliefs
while also pointing out his personal
issue with them.
The syntax is also realistic, as the
two still feel tension when they talk
to each other, seen through Rieux's
abrupt response to Paneloux's suggestion of religion. This shows discomfort along with the comfort, and the
readers are forced to acknowledge the
reality of the situation and how neither will fully be able to reconcile in
the time of sorrow without at least a
bit more conflict. The two wouldn't be
able to come to an agreement without
fighting further, which neither wished
to do in times of despair. This allows
for Camus to present the idea of comfort in the present while also containing the yearning for something better
than what is presented.
Thomas L. Hanna believed that
Albert Camus gives readers "two men
who have seen and recognized the
same human evil but have given two
clearly different responses to it (Albert
Camus and the Christian Faith)," allowing readers to analyze how the two
differ, yet also how they are able to
interact together, despite, or even due
to, their difference in religion. However, these two do not always interact
happily, and neither do they agree on
everything. Albert Camus accurately

demonstrates this as Paneloux and
Rieux interact as both friends and,
religiously, enemies. This displays
Camus' views on how relationships
between the religious and the
non-religious work out, both in his
mind and in real life.
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"To Bait Fish Withal" - The Cyclical
Nature of Prejudice in Shakespeare's
The Merchant of Venice
Elizabeth Von Mann

0 ne of the reasons Shakespeare's plays have managed to remain relevant
to modernity is due to the
ambiguity of Shakespeare's
writing. There was, of course,
a practical reason for this,
as Shakespeare was writing
scripts, not novels, meaning
he was only responsible for
the dialogue and bare minimum of movement of the
characters. Everything else in
the play would have been left
up to the interpretations of
the actors. As a consequence
of the medium in which
Shakespeare wrote, debates
over the meaning and morals
of his play persist today and
his comedy, The Merchant of
Venice, is no exception. Considered to be one of his more
controversial plays, The Merchant of Venice tends to be
overlooked by contemporary
Shakespearean scholars due
to the antisemitic ideologies
expressed by the characters
within the play against
the Jewish merchant,
Shylock. However, it is
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a mistake to disregard this text
because the situation Shakespeare depicts in this play gives
an incredibly unique insight to
not only race relations during
this time, but specifically, the
negative impact racial prejudice
had on European society. An
in-depth analysis of Shylock's
character and how Shakespeare
chooses to have the other characters of the play interact with Shylock shows the cyclical nature of
hatred and prejudice.
Upon a first reading of The
Merchant of Venice, one might
assume that Shylock is simply
the evil and ruthless antagonist
of the play. After all, he purposely
commits usury against Antonio
with the intention of seeking revenge against him for how poorly Antonio had treated him in the
past for calling him "misbeliever,
cut-throat, dog I And spit upon
[his] Jewish gaberdine" (1.3, 110111). Richard Harp, an English literature scholar from the University of Nevada, reads this scene
as one of the "many and such
obvious ways that the dramatist
[Shakespeare] portrays Shylock
as a villain" (42). Harp points out
that this scene reveals the
hypocrisy of Shylock's character,

with the Jewish man being so quick
to hate and do harm to Antonio, despite Shylock reprimanding Antonio
a few lines before for doing the same
to him. Indeed, it is hypocritical of
Shylock to look down upon Antonio
for treating him poorly simply for his
religious identity while admitting so
plainly that he "hates [Antonio] for he
is a Christian" (1.3, 40). However, critics such as Harp fail to discuss how
Antonio and, in fact, all the Christians
depicted in The Merchant of Venice are
being hypocrites as well.
Yes, Harp is referring to how
Elizabethans would have reacted to
the performance and not a contemporary 21st-century audience. From a
16th-century reading, it is easy to write
off Shylock's role in the play as a villain with nothing else of significance
taking place. However, this viewpoint
is discrediting to one of the few literary examples of the destructive moral
complexity of racism - both for the victim and the perpetrators - from this
time. As Shylock observes ironically,
'"Fair sir, you spat on me on Wednesday last; / You spurned me such a day;
another time / You called me dog; and
for these courtesies/ I'll lend you thus
much moneys?"' (1.3, 124-127). It is all
well and good for Antonio and the other merchants to racially mistreat Shylock, that is, until one of them needs
his financial help. Then Shylock is to
do what they say with no questions
asked. In fact, Antonio and Bassanio

both mock and insult Shylock repeatedly throughout the scene,
even as they are demanding financial help. Antonio is willing to be
cordial with Shylock when it is in
his better interest while he is asking the Jewish man for money, but
when Shylock begins to point out
his hypocrisy, Antonio lashes out,
calling him a "devil" with an "evil
soul" (1.3, 97-98). It needs to also be
noted that Antonio himself admits
to his mistreatment of Shylock
when the other merchant accuses him of it, saying "I am as like
to call thee so again, / To spit on
thee again, to spring thee too" (1.3,
128-129). This is a blatant threat to
bring harm to Shylock if he does
not do as Antonio asks, which is
not what would be considered
compassionate Christian behavior. Critics like Harp often refer to
Antonio as a "model" for "virtuous
acts" in the play, but the cruel mistreatment and threatening of Shylock depicted in this scene is not
one of virtue, but of vice (41). Perhaps Antonio truly is a virtuous
person as Harp claims, but because
of the hateful actions he inflicts
on Shylock, his morality becomes
tainted.
Frankly, those critics who
claim Shakespeare is villainizing
Shylock, and therefore all Jewish
people, do not seem to grasp the
highly complex nature of social
discrimination and prejudice.
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Jews. As Lagnis explains, "The
hypocritical practices of usury
often involved, as Merchant depicts, a convenient scapegoating
of the Jew while turning a blind
eye to Christian usurers. Since
the expulsion of the Jews from
England in 1290, the usurers were
of course English" (8). Along with
this, it is important to note the
events of The Merchant of Venice
would have never taken place if
the Christian characters simply
treated Shylock with the grace and
mercy they preach so frequently
to him throughout the play. But
because they go against the Christian teachings they follow and
choose to mistreat Shylock, the
Jewish man grows embittered and
angry towards the Christian characters of the play. Therefore, he
decides he is justified in his harsh
revenge against Antonio later in
the play. Both sides - Christian and
Jewish - believe their cruel actions
are vindicated, perpetuating further abuse. Even if this is not what
Shakespeare meant to depict in
The Merchant of Venice, it reveals
the malignant nature of racial
discrimination - how it not only
brings emotional and mental harm
to the victim but harm to the morality of the perpetrator as well.
The Christians of the play and notably, many literary critics
of Shylock, as well - also point to
Shylock's obsession with money as
2Q c::=::::=======================---

More importantly, they also fail to
grasp a major component of The
Merchant of Venice; to some extent,
every character in the play displays
hypocritical beliefs or actions. As
Walter H.L. Lim points out, it is no
coincidence that Shakespeare chose
to have the setting of the play take
place in Venice during the Italian Renaissance, where the bourgeois merchants' lives mimic the burgeoning
capitalist system occurring in England
during Shakespeare's time (363). Moneylending was becoming a problem
that affected everyone, including
Shakespeare himself. Unhae Langis
describes how "Shakespeare's company, the Lord Chamberlain's Men, had
to borrow money at high interest rates
to build both the Theatre and the
Globe" (3). Shakespeare witnessed how
the new capitalist system of trade and
commerce could be morally corrupting, especially on a global scale where
people culturally and racially different
from one another are bound to intermingle. It was also just as common
in England to use Jewish people as
scapegoats for the blame of usury as
it is depicted in the Venetian setting of
the play.
This reveals that Shakespeare
is expressing commentary on how
not even Christians are as safe from
moral corruption under a capitalist
society as they may think. Instead of
confronting the problem, renaissance
Christian merchants would blame

a justification for their disrespect of
him. Lim claims that there is evidence
of Shylock's villainy in how he "clearly"
puts more emphasis on his lost ducats
and "money-bags" than his daughter
after she runs away with the Christian
character, Lorenzo (360; 2.5, 18). However, Lim fails to take into account the
social and economic setting, which
causes Shylock to put so much importance on money in the first place. In a
predominantly Christian society such
as the one depicted in The Merchant
of Venice, the only possible way for a
Jewish man like Shylock to gain any
semblance of independence or power
is through the commerce he takes part
in as a merchant. The more money he
acquires and holds, the more stability
and control he gains in the society. By
the beginning of the play, Shylock has
managed to acquire great yet tenuous
prosperity against all odds; Antonio
would have never come to Shylock for
financial help in the first place if this
was not the case. Shylock's fortune
gives him a modicum of protection in
a society where he is inherently at a
disadvantage for being in the minority,
so it is not surprising that he would be
desperate to keep it.
Furthermore, the claim that Shylock does not care for his daughter is
false. As seen on the night of the masquerade, where dramatic tension is
being built with the audience but not
Shylock knowing of Lorenzo and Jessica's plan to run off together that

night, Shakespeare does show how
Shylock cares for his daughter. He
tells her, "Lock up my doors; and
when you hear the drum ... chamber not you up to the casements
then .. . To gaze on Christian fools
with varnished faces,/ But stop
my house's ears" (2.5, 29-34). Here,
Shylock is attempting to protect
his household - but just as importantly, his daughter - from what he
perceives as the sinful festivities of
the Christian residents of Venice.
It is understandable that Shylock
would not want his daughter to interact with Christians because the
only experience he has had with
them is prejudice and disrespect;
of course, he would want to save
Jessica from the same treatment.
This scene also highlights how
guarded and suspicious Shylock
is - as a Jewish man in a Christian
dominated society, he does not
trust easily, especially with something as important as his property,
i.e. the source of his power. Therefore, it is telling that he trusts
Jessica without a doubt to watch
over something so precious and
hard-earned for him. This unequivocal trust he displays for Jessica
is proof of how much he loves his
daughter.
That's why, to Shylock, Jessica taking his money and running
off with the Christian Lorenzo is a
two-fold betrayal. There are only
two things in the world Shylock
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strips him of the last attachments
Shylock possesses. As stated before, Shylock makes it clear that
he wants to seek physical harm
on Antonio only because of the
cruelty and hypocrisy Antonio has
committed against him. The events
of the play would have never happened if the Christian merchants
had not been so prejudiced against
Shylock and then had the audacity
to ask him for help. After years of
being told that he is corrupt and
evil, of course Shylock would decide to take the opportunity which
has been given to him so easily for
revenge against just one Christian.
It is a clear depiction of how hate
breeds more hate and, unfortunately, Shakespeare does not show
a resolution to this pattern at the
end of The Merchant of Venice.
Yes, Shylock is seeking harm
against Antonio, but only after
years of mistreatment. Portia's
ruling punished Shylock for a onetime offense, and it is made clear
that the punishment is especially
harsh because of his Jewish heritage: "Tarry, Jew/ The hath yet another hold on you. / It is enacted in
the law of Venice,/ If it be proved
against an alien ..." (474). Here, it
can only be assumed that Portia
treats Shylock as a legal foreigner
simply because of his race, as there
is no mention of Shylock not being
a citizen of Venice anywhere else
in the play. Therefore, not only is
22 ~=====================--

allowed himself to love: his daughter and his money. Not only does she
betray his sparsely given trust, but
she also does it by taking his money
to marry one of the very people who
has only ever mistreated their family
for their heritage. He loses the two
things in the world he holds value in.
It is not surprising how conflicted he
acts when he discovers her betrayal.
As Solanio says, Shylock cried in the
streets, exclaiming, "My daughter!
0 , my ducats! 0, my daughter! / Fled
with a Christian! 0, my Christian ducats!" (2.8, 15-16). The man Solanio describes is one who is so shocked and
grief-stricken that he doesn't know
how to process all that he has lost. It
cannot be denied that Shylock loves
his fortune to an unhealthy amount,
but it does not seem accurate to say he
loves it more than his daughter. Instead, his moral failing is in loving his
fortune just as much as his only family. So, when Jessica is gone, when his
only connection to human love abandons him for what he deems to be the
enemy, he realizes the only thing he
has left in the world to cherish is his
wealth, and this is when his actions
become blatantly malicious.
Which is why Portia's court ruling of Shylock's punishment at the
end of the play is especially cruel.
Instead of recognizing an embittered
man who has lost his only family and
been mistreated his whole life, and
showing mercy accordingly, Portia

lt excessively harsh, but it is also ra:ially motivated. And, yes, the verdict
ts excessively harsh because she takes
~verything of importance away from
Shylock: his fortune, his estate, and
1is very identity as a Jewish man. As
Shylock says, "You take my life / When
{OU do take the means whereby I live"
'.475). At the end of the play, Shylock
.s left alone and completely power_ess, all at the hands of the Christians
Nho showed such vehement hatred
)f him from the beginning. Instead of
:reating Shylock with the mercy they
:onstantly preach toward him, they
:ontinue the cycle of hatred and mis:reatment.
It is this cycle that reveals the
:rue relevancy of this play to contem~orary audiences. It is understandable
:hat 21st-century readers could be
1ncomfortable with the anti-Semitic
:hemes that feature so prominently in
[he Merchant of Venice. However, as
jiscussed throughout this essay, this
~lay depicts - whether intentionally
)r not - an example of how morally
:orrupting racial prejudice can be on
,ociety. Again, and again, the Chris:ian characters commit cruelties and
norally questionable acts against the
Jewish character, Shylock. Often, it
:an be jarring for a 21st-century reader
:o analyze the actions of the Christian
:haracters in the play because aside
:ram their dealings with Shylock,
:haracters like Antonio and Portia
;eem to be just and virtuous

individuals. When together, the
Christian characters are likable
and decent people. It is only when
they are seen interacting with
Shylock that the audience sees
the ugly affects prejudice has on
their nature. Their mistreatment
of Shylock is the direct reason for
the events of the play where the
Jewish man decides to seek harsh
revenge against the Christian Antonio. And when they subsequently strip Shylock of all power by the
end of the play, it is clear that the
cycle of hatred will only continue
between Jews and Christians. No
resolution, just further harm. In
a 21st-century mindset, where racially-charged tensions continue
to rise globally, this depiction of
the cyclical, seemingly inevitable
nature of racial discrimination is
disturbing. Ultimately, by the end
Shylock's narrative shown in The
Merchant of Venice, the audience
is left wondering how much this
pervasive racism is taking place in
their own communities, and how
much of a role they themselves
have unknowingly played in it.
Shakespearean scholars often argue profusely about Shakespeare's "main point" in his plays,
but the reality when discussing
plays is that they are not blank
text to be analyzed to death.
Scripts, especially Shakespearean
scripts, are ambiguous guides for
actors and directors to do with
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what they want, and it is this aspect of
Shakespeare's plays which has made
them so appealing to successive generations. The "main point" of a play is
as much what the audience makes of
it and chooses to take away from it,
if not more so, than what the writer
originally intended to get across. The
fluctuating analyses of a story as morals and mindsets change over time is
what keeps plays and literature living
onwards. In many ways, how a reader
chooses to shape the moral of the play
becomes one and the same with what
Shakespeare's "main point" is because
the importance of whatever moral is
decided upon becomes just as true as
Shakespeare's original meaning. This
idea is especially important to keep in
mind with the sensitive subject matter
depicted in The Merchant of Venice. It
is impossible to separate the 21st-century mindset from an analysis of any
play, let alone one which happens to
have been written in the 16th-century.
As a result, contemporary audiences
can continue to keep this fascinating
piece of literature relevant to issues of
racial prejudice occurring now.
As with many of his plays, Shakespeare's larger moral point is not
simple. The Merchant of Venice is no
exception. While it is true that the
actions Shylock takes against the other characters of the play are wrong,
it does not excuse how the Christian
characters in the play treat Shylock in
the first place. After all, it does not
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seem coincidental that the Christian characters, who speak of grace
and mercy, do not follow those
same ideals when it comes to the
Jewish character, Shylock, who is
socially shunned and belittled all
through the play. While Shakespeare would not have been able
to write a play in direct support of
a Jewish man, it is telling that the
playwright took the time to give
special homage to Shylock's motivations for his actions., Shylock
would not have hated Antonio and
the other Christian characters in
the play if they had not discriminated against him for being Jewish. This direct correlation which
Shakespeare depicts in The Merchant of Venice of racial prejudice
breeding revenge and hate was
radical for its time and causes the
audience to question their own
part in this kind of cyclical
prejudice.
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A Tale of Two Polis: The Similarities
and Differences Between the Lives of
Athenian and Spartan Women
Laura Von Mann

I n the the powerful world
of ancient Greece, two cities
stand out: Athens and Sparta. For much of the western
world, it is Athens that is the
model for a democratic society and has inspired many
more modern historical figures, such as the American
founding fathe rs. Sparta, on
the other hand still captures
interest so many years later
for their militaristic society.
However, when it comes to
the treatment of the women
within their boundaries, the
typecasts surrounding these
cities' cultures disintegrate.
Although Athens is considered the birthplace of democracy, it did not pass the rights
of democracy onto women.
In comparison, Spartan
women had much more of a
presence and were viewed as
more important in Spartan
society than Athenian women in their respective society.
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Howev,er, there were
still restrictions and
deep-seated cultural

expectations for Spartan women as there were for Athenian
women. In this paper, in order to
display the relationship between
these cities and the women who
lived in them, women's education,
presence in society, and their domestic roles will be examined.
Education
Education is viewed in
modern society as vital for every
citizen. This point of view was
not wholly different in ancient
Greece, but obviously there were
several differences between the
modern and ancient ideal education, specifically in the matter
of who could receive one. Girls
in Athens, for instance, did not
receive a formal education as the
boys did. Instead, generally, the
only education that most girls in
Athens received would have been
from their mother and related to
domestic matters such as "helping out with... cooking, cleaning,
caring for younger children, and
handicrafts" (Blundell, 133). Needless to say, this domestic "education" was an effort to mold these
young girls into ideal wives. William O'N eal specifically cites the
writer Xenophon as saying that
the "providence of a woman,,,

is the house" and that "her training
must be in respect to the indoors and
the care of the household" (118). These
ideas of the proper wife were reinforced in the mythology, literature,
and other popular culture. In the article "The Status of Women in Ancient
Athens," the author William O'Neal
discusses how figures such as Penelope from the Odyssey were examples
of the "perfect wife." Penelope, specifically, was applauded as a positive role
model due to her complete acceptance
of not only her husbands' absence
but also his adultery, while she has
remained completely faithful to Odysseus throughout his entire absence
(O'Neal, 117). Other figures - such as
the goddess Aphrodite, who supplied
Athenians with a counterexample to
the expectation of a wife, due to her
adultery, and Medea due to the murder of her brother and children - were
interpreted to be actions of selfishness
and unfitting for women since her sole
desire was to be for the achievement
of her husband and family (O'Neal,
ll9). These literary and mythical figures acted as role models, not only in
reinforcing the false ideals for women
to men, but for imposing these unattainable standards upon women and
~oung girls that thus was reflected in
their extraordinarily lacking education. As a consequence of Athenian
5irls' poor education, literacy among
t\thenian women was a rarity. Accordlng to Susan Blundell, author of the

book Women in Ancient Greece,
female literacy was considered "a
dangerous accomplishment for
a woman" and that "female ignorance would have been viewed ... as
an important part of the barrier
erected between women and the
outside world" (133). There is some
evidence of upper-class girls being
taught how to read and write as
well as receiving lessons in dancing and music, but this did not
occur in the lower classes for many
men as well as women (Blundell,
132-133).

Spartan women, however, did
receive a formal education. Women
in Sparta were educated until they
were married, which was most
commonly at the age of eighteen.
This means that Spartan women
were literate in some capacity, as
supported by evidence from various sources such as religious dedications and anecdotes from the
time. Women in Sparta were also
taught musical performance, similar to their Athenian counterparts,
because musical performance
played an incredibly important
role in their religion (Pomeroy, 12).
Their musical education included
singing, dancing, and how to play
musical instruments (Pomeroy,
12). Similar to that of male education, women's education featured
a large emphasis on athletics, due
to its connection with religion and
the Spartan philosophy of
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inheritance and public occasions
such as sporting events or religious festivals. In legal matters,
Athenian women had no independent status and were prohibited
from participating in legal proceedings for themselves, instead
relying on a male relative or husband to represent them (Blundell,
114). When it came to inheritance,
surprisingly, it was possible for
Athenian women to receive property. However, it was unlikely for a
woman to inherit anything directly and there was a restriction on
how much wealth a woman could
accumulate. In Athens, there was
an incredibly complex system for
inheritance that favored the men
in a family over the women at almost every level. For example, Susan Blundell discusses how at the
initial levels of inheritance that
if a man had no sons but did have
a daughter, the inheritance, usually farmland, completely passed
over the daughter and was given
to the grandson or grandsons (116).
However, female relatives were at
least put into the running for inheritance, and above certain male
Public Life
Another aspect of ancient Greek relatives, but it still was not likely
for a woman to inherit if there was
women's lives that provides insight
a living male relative within a few
into their social standing is simply
generations of the deceased.
their presence in society. SpecificalMoving on to public or social
ly, the expectation, and treatment of
women in more basic parts of society events, there is the common conception that all Athenian women
such as the legal system, including

producing strong women who will
then produce strong children, which
will both be discussed later. Women's
athletic curriculum included running,
wrestling, discus throwing, and throwing a javelin (Pomeroy, 13). In the book,
Spartan Women the author, Sarah
B. Pomeroy, discusses how Plutarch
stated that physical education was
emphasized so that women could also
"defend themselves, their children, and
their country" (Pomeroy, 18). However,
despite the rhetoric used by Plutarch,
women were not expected nor trained
to be soldiers. In fact, women's physical education curriculum would have
been purposefully less intense than
men's because Spartan men were being specifically trained to be soldiers
while women were not (Pomeroy, 14).
Ultimately, women's education had
very specific goal: to make women into
strong and healthy mothers in order
to bear healthy children. So, while
Spartan women did hold more rights
than their Athenian counterparts,
their ultimate duty was to marry and
bear children, just as women in
Athens.
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Nere strictly confined within the
1ouse. However, these restrictions
Nere more so found in the upper
:lasses, to the point where if a man
Nas seen out with a woman, she was
issumed to be his mistress (Blundell,
.35). For women of lower classes, it
Nas simply impossible for them to not
.eave the house, since it was unlikely
:or them to have any servants to aid in
:he household chores and errands. So,
:he sight of Athenian women out in
Jublic was not completely restricted
)r unheard of; it was the interaction
Jetween males and females that was
:onsidered shameful. In fact, for the
nost part Athenian society appears
:o have been segregated by sex, even
it family events (Blundell, 137). How~ver, it was still nearly impossible to
~nforce gender segregation, especially
1mong the lower classes. So, while it
Nas not uncommon to see a woman
n the city, there was blatant exclu;ion of women from specific public
)laces. One such place was the agora,
'a n open space at the heart of the city,
)ecame a political, religious, social
ind economic focal point, from which
;laves, women, and strangers were
~xcluded" (Sahinidou, 144). Women
rvere also excluded from some public
~vents, most notably the Olympics.
tJomen were prohibited from comJeting and attending the event. In
:airness, this exclusion does not seem
:o be unique to Athens, since there is
>nly evidence of Spartan women

having any participation in the
Olympic Games, which will be discussed later. Still, the exclusion of
Athenian women from one of the
most central parts of the city and
one of the biggest events in Greece
shows the general discriminatory
attitude towards women in the
city.
However, when it came to
religion, women in Athens not only
participated but took an active
role. The most notable position for
a woman was the priestess, who
officiated the religious rituals for
female deities, while men officiated the rituals for male deities
(Blundell, 160). There were various
priestesses, some were women
chosen from the lower classes,
others from the upper classes and
usually in their fifties, but there is
not enough evidence to say if there
was a certain process in choosing a
priestess. According to Susan Blundell in the novel Women in Ancient
Greece, during the Classical Age,
being a priestess was the only kind
of public office a woman could
hold, and there is some evidence
to suggest that a priestess did hold
some political power (161). Young
girls of various ages also took part
in religion rituals and festivals.
One of the positions held by Athenian girls was that of the
arrhephoros which translates to
"bearer of secret things" (Blundell,
134). There could be up to four girls
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who held this position and one of
their duties included visiting an underground shrine to Aphrodite at
night where they would return with
sacred objects. They also had more
mundane duties such as assisting the
priestess with various tasks (Blundell,
134). Older girls also participated in
religious activities. One of these activities was weaving the sacred robe
offered to Athena at the religious festival known as the Great Panathenaea
held in honor of Athena (Blundell, 26 &
135). This task was incredibly important to the festival because the offering
of the sacred robe was the main event
for the festival. So, that this task was
given to a group of young girls shows
the strong role women had in religion
in Athens, one that was quite contradictory to their presence in other
parts of society.
Spartan women, similar to their
education, had a vastly different presence in society than Athenian women.
For inheritance, there is evidence that
Spartan women, not only could inherit
land, but could also own it out right.
According to the article, "Rulers Ruled
by Women", authors Robert Fleck and
F. Andrew Hanssen state that Spartan
women owned reportedly around 40%
of land in Sparta (Fleck and Hanssen,
221). However, this widespread property ownership was more prevalent
among the elite in Sparta, according to
Magdalena Myszkowska-Kaszuba, in
the article "The Only Women That
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are Mothers of Men. Plutarch's
Creation of the Spartan Mother"
(89). It would probably have been
more common for women, especially unmarried girls, to have been
economically dependent on their
fathers or other male members of
their family (Pomeroy, 53). However, even though female property
owners seem to be limited to the
upper class, this still shows that
far more active role that Spartan
women took in society. Women
also held the dominant role in the
family as well because of Spartan
men's prolonged absences due to
their roles in the military. When
it came to public events, such
as sporting events and religious
rituals, women in Sparta could
also take an active part in both.
In sports, women had their own
events (Pomeroy, 24). Athletics
were important in the Spartan
education as well as for religious
reasons. Many public occasions,
including sporting events were
held to honor the gods. The most
famous example of female competitions was the tournament known
as the Heraean Garnes. This sporting event featured only females
and was held in honor of the goddess Hera, with the Olympics being
its partner tournament, held in
honor of Zeus (Scanlon, 32). There
were multiple races dedicated to
varying age groups, with competitors ranging from age six to

=ighteen (Scanlon, 32). When they
raced, they would wear tunic that fell
to their knees, with a one shoulder
neckline that exposed one breast. This
tournament was likely held around
the same time as the Olympics and
was held in the same stadium as the
Jlympics, with the exception that
:he track was shortened by one-sixth,
:ipparently accounting for the short~r leg length of women (Scanlon, 32).
Horsemanship was also an honored
,kill among men and women. In fact,
:he most well-known female Olympic
~articipants was a Spartan woman
{nown as Cynisca, who was the first
Nomen to win in Olympia, and she
Non in a chariot race (Pomeroy, 21).
However, despite the horses being unier her name and the victory going to
:ynisca, women were still not allowed
:o physically be in the race, so she won
JY proxy. During athletic practice, men
:ind women were actually allowed to
~ractice together, most likely to allow
nen and women to at least meet prior
:o marriage. While there is evidence
:hat men and women generally kept
:o themselves, their combined athletic
Jractices are still in direct contrast to
:he fairly strict gender segregation in
t\thenians. Similar to their Athenian
:ounterparts, Spartan women did
1ave an active role in religion. There
Nere many cults dedicated to the vari)US gods, some specifically for women
;uch as the cults dedicated to Diony;us and Helen. There were male only

cults as well, such as the cult dedicated to Ares, and mixed-gender
cults (Pomeroy, 10s). Women's
participation in religious life took
similar forms to that of women in
Athens and likely in other parts of
Greece. There were female priestesses for the female gods, and both
women and girls took part in rituals and festivals, usually in some
performance capacity such as singing and dancing.
Marriage and Motherhood
Despite all the other differences in the lives of Spartan and
Athenian women, there is one
rooting similarity between the
two groups: the ultimate duty for
women in both societies to marry
and have children. Women in Athens and in Sparta had no choice in
whether they would marry or not,
but there were still some variations to this belief in the two cities.
Athenian girls were prepared their
entire lives to be good wives, which
included being underfed in order
to maintain a desirable body for a
potential husband. In the article
"Status of Women in Ancient Athens," the author O'Neal, provides
more information on this subject
when he quotes Xenophon who
said that "the most important virtue which she [the bride] was to
bring to the marriage was the ability to control her appetite" (O'Neal,
118). This statement can be taken
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as both the denotation of appetite to
mean wants and desires, or as O'Neal
discuss, is also likely to mean the more
concrete denotation of simply wanting to eat. Athenian girls were married
between the ages of 14 and 18, usually on the lower half of that range. In
O'Neal's article on Athenian Women,
he once again cites Xenophon as having deemed the proper age for a girl
to marry being "fifteen or a little less,"
and often the girl would be marrying
a man twice her age, likely around
age thirty (O'N eal, 118). There are several ideas as to why there was such a
large age gap between the bride and
groom, namely questioning the young
age of the bride. Some of the ideas
for why girls were married so young
include the belief among men that
girls became "wild and ungovernable
at puberty" as well as the fear that
the girl's father may die if the family
waited until she was older to have her
get married (Blundell, 120). This practice could also be explained by the
fact that girls were considered to have
completely matured when they were
capable of having children, while men
were not considered to have reached
full maturity until they had completed
"initiation into the civic and military
duties and rights of a future citizen"
(Blundell, 133). This disparity between
the age of maturation between girls
and boys would obviously result in a
disparity in what age they were old
enough to get married. In addition to
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the age gap, Athenian girls were
legally prohibited to choose their
own husband, instead having to
rely on their fathers and male relatives once again to select a husband for her. However, it is likely
that the bride and groom at least
knew each other before marriage,
as marrying relatives such as cousins was common (Blundell, 120).
Still, it was also not unheard of
for a marriage to happen between
two people in different social circles, meaning that the bride and
groom would not have met at all
prior to the wedding. So, it is quite
possible that, for many girls, their
wedding day was a frightening
thing that meant they were moving out of their childhood home,
with a man they may or may not
know (Blundell, 120). On top of this
fear of womanhood, once a woman gave birth, it was possible that
she would not have any claim over
their children. Susan Blundell discusses how there is evidence that
the decision to keep the child or
not completely excluded the mother, instead giving complete control
to the father (131). There is debate
about the prevalence of the abandonment of children, but for scholars who believe it likely that this
practice took place, they also state
that it was likely that more baby
girls would have been abandoned
than boys (Blundell, 131).
Spartan women, on the other

hand, were not married until the age
of eighteen, due to the belief that
this was the prime age for bearing
children. For this same reason, there
was a much smaller age gap between
Spartan husbands and wives, likely
the bride would be eighteen while the
groom would be between eighteen
and twenty-one. In contrast to Athenian girls, Spartan girls were well fed,
in order to be healthy enough to bear
healthy children, while Spartan boys
were not because they were expected
to go out and hunt for their food as a
part of the training (Pomeroy, 53). Also,
as discussed previously, the bride and
groom more than likely would have
known each other or at least met prior
to their marriage. However, the Spartan wedding was an unusual affair.
Prior to the wedding, the bride would
have to cut her hair short and dress in
male clothing and wait for the groom
to come and "kidnap" her, even though
she knew exactly what was happening. There is evidence of very similar
wedding rituals in Athens, including
the bride cutting her hair as well as
there being a ritual that represented
a kidnapping where the bride was
lifted onto a carriage by the groom at
the beginning of the wedding (Blundell, 123). However, these rituals in
Athenian weddings were done in the
presence of those attending the wedding, whereas with a Spartan wedding,
these traditions all would have been
done secretly. Another difference in

wedding traditions was that following the wedding, Spartan husbands and wives did not officially
live together until they produced
children together, even keeping the
marriage private until the bride
conceived (Pomeroy, 44). Even after
conception and the announcement
of the marriage, the couple still did
not truly live in the same residence
until the husband was thirty and
was able to leave his army group.
This absence was what allowed the
wife to have the dominant role in
the household because she had to
run the house mostly by herself
(Pomeroy, 44). Also, unlike in Athens, once a Spartan woman gave
birth to a male child, they were
given to the father to present to a
council to decide if the child was
healthy enough to keep (Fleck and
Hanssen, 229). There is no evidence
that this was done with female
children, but it is unlikely that this
would have happened with female
children since they were not going
to serve in the army. So, Spartan
fathers had no choice in the fate of
their children, in direct contrast to
Athenian fathers. However, Spartan mothers did not fit the modern
expectation either. There are many
legends about mothers being completely accepting of their son's
death, even to the point of seeming
to not care. Wnile it is true that
Spartan mothers were usually willing to give their sons to war, this
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does not mean that they did not
mourn for them at all. This myth
was likely brought about by later depictions of Sparta, such as work by
Plutarch, according to Magdalena
Myszkowska-Kaszuba in her aforementioned article on the subject. However, it was not unusual for neither of
the parents to have close relationships
with the sons, due to both the father's
and the son's prolonged absences due
to their military service, accompanied
with the knowledge that it was fairly
likely that their son would die before
being released from the army.
Even though Athens is known
for being the birthplace of democracy, no such notion of equality passed
to Athenian women. In Sparta, while
women had the specific role of producing children just as Athenian
women, Spartan women were allowed
much more freedom and given far
more rights than the women who
lived in the same country. These cultural similarities and differences is
what makes ancient Athens and Sparta so fascinating and what still holds
the imagination of many scholars.
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